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       327.1 FOREIGN POLICY AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS           
                                                                  
    1  Alden, Chris                                               
         Foreign policy analysis: new approaches / Chris Alden and
         Amnon Aran.-- London: Routledge, 2012.  163p.            
         ISBN : 9780415427982.                                    
         327.1 ALD12           104064                             
         This exciting new book aims to re-invigorate the         
         conversation between foreign policy analysis and         
         international relations. It opens up the discussion,     
         situating existing debates in foreign policy in relation 
         to contemporary concerns in international relations, and 
         provide a concise and accessible account of key areas in 
         foreign policy analysis that are often ignored.          
         ** International Relations – Theory; Foreign policy – 
         Decision-making; Bureaucracies and foreign policy; 
         Globalization  
                                                                  
    2  Critical theory in international relations and security    
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         studies: interviews and reflections / edited by Shannon  
         Brincat, Laura Lima and Joao Nunes.-- London: Routledge, 
         2012.  225p.                                             
         ISBN : 9780415601573.                                    
         327.101 BRI12           104061                           
         This book provides ‘first-hand’ interviews with some of  
         the pioneers of Critical Theory in the fields of         
         International Relations Theory and Security Studies. The 
         interviews are combined innovatively with reflective     
         essays to create an engaging and accessible discussion of
         the legacy and challenges of critical thinking. A unique 
         forum that combines first-person discussion and secondary
         commentary on a variety of theoretical positions, the    
         book explores in detail the interaction between different
         theories and approaches, including post colonialism,      
         feminism, and post structuralism .                         
         ** International Relations - Research; Security;         
         International - Research; Critical Theory                
                                                                  
     3 Chacko, Priya                                              
         Indian foreign policy: the politics of postcolonial      
         identity from 1947 to 2004 / Priya Chacko.-- London:     
         Routledge, 2012.  237p.                                  
         ISBN : 9780415665681.                                    
         327.54 CHA12           104042                            
         The rise of India as a major power has generated new     
         interest in understanding the drivers of its foreign     
         policy. This book argues that analysing India’s foreign  
         and security policies as representational practices which
         produce India’s identity as a postcolonial nation-state  
         helps to illuminate the conditions of possibility in     
         which foreign policy is made. Spanning the period      
         between 1947 and 2004, the book focuses on key moments of
         crisis, such as the India-China war in 1962 and the      
         nuclear tests of 1972 and 1998, and the approach to      
         international affairs of significant leaders like        
         Jawaharlal Nehru. The analysis sheds new light on these  
         key events and figures and develops a strong analytical  
         narrative around India’s foreign policy behaviour, based 
         on an understanding of its postcolonial identity.        
         ** India - Foreign relations; India - Post colonialism;   
         National characteristics, East Indian; India – Foreign policy 
         1947-2004 
                                                                  
    4  India-Vietnam strategic partnership: exploring vistas for  
         expanded cooperation / edited by Vijay Sakhuja.-- New    
         Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2011.  202p.                      
         ISBN : 9788182745490.                                    
         327.540597 SAK11           103313                        
         The two-millennium contacts between India and Vietnam    
         brought them closer to take a common stand on various    
         issues of international significance and stood their     
         diplomatic relations in good stead during the bipolar    
         cold war era and the contemporary phase of globalization.
         India's integration with the ASEAN process had made India
         and Vietnam to reinforce the contours of their strategic 
         partnership which owes much to their common concerns and 
         interests in the Asia-Pacific region rather than         
         compulsions of time. The views expressed and the         
         inferences drawn in this anthology are coherent and      
         thought-provoking for the policy-makers and scholarly    
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         community concerned with the India-Vietnam burgeoning    
         partnership in the context of prospects for the emerging 
         New Asia and Asian century.                               
         ** India - Foreign economic relations; Vietnam - Foreign 
         economic relations - India; India - Defence; Vietnam -   
         Defence; Southeast Asia - Security; ASEAN                
                                                                  
    5  Trials of engagements: the future of US public diplomacy / 
         Edited by Ali Fisher and Scott Lucas.-- Boston: Martinus,
         2011.  309p.                                             
         ISBN : 9789004179400.                                    
         327.73 FIS11           102731                            
         Trials of Engagement: the Future of US Public Diplomacy, 
         with contributors from leading scholars in disciplines   
         from international relations to communications, considers
         the challenges for this 'new' public diplomacy,          
         especially as it is pursued by the US Government. It     
         highlights the challenges of aligning policy and         
         projection, overcoming bureaucratic tensions, and the    
         language used by public diplomats. Most importantly, the 
         volume illustrates that the issues for public diplomacy  
         are more than those of a producer seeking to win the     
         hearts and minds of passive 'audiences'. Trials of       
         Engagement portrays public diplomacy as an increasingly  
         public project.                                          
         ** United States - Foreign relations; United States -    
         Public diplomacy                                         
                                                                  
       330.9 ECONOMIC SITUATION AND CONDITIONS                    
                                                                  
    6  Saee, John                                                 
         China and the global economy in the 21st century / John  
         Saee.-- London: Routledge, 2011.  202p.                  
         (Routledge studies in the growth economies of Asia; 107).
         ISBN : 9780415670517.                                    
         330.951 SAE11           103246                           
         As China continues to ride out the global economic crisis
         while still retaining year on year GDP growth it is      
         increasingly important to understand how this 'new'      
         economic giant, with its communist-capitalist model      
         operates its economic and business environments. This    
         book is designed to scientifically examine the contextual
         variables that foster sustainably dynamic economic growth
         in China. In particular, the contributors provide an     
         incisive analysis of the contextual bases underlying such
         a dramatic rising economic power and the immense         
         implications for enterprises and countries involved in   
         dealing with China. Drawing on the latest studies and    
         cutting edge research findings, this book analyses FDI,  
         project management, internationalisation, the continued  
         role of state-owned enterprises and doing business in    
         China.                                   
         ** International trade; Globalization - Economic aspects;
         China - Economic policy; China -- Commerce; China -      
         Foreign economic relations
                                                                  
    7  Acharya, Shankar                                           
         India after the global crisis / Shankar Acharya.-- New   
         Delhi: Orient Blackswan, 2012.  226p.       
         ISBN : 9788125045090.                                    
         330.954 ACH12           103875                           
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         India after the Global Crisis assesses India’s resilience
         in the face of the global financial crisis but then shows
         how the global crisis and our domestic policy failures   
         have taken a toll on India’s economic performance: growth
         has slowed significantly, inflation has remained high,   
         the external current account deficit has more than       
         doubled, and the rate of domestic investment has fallen. 
         Drawing upon four decades of experience in the World     
         Bank, the Central Government, academia and India Inc.,   
         Shankar Acharya probes deep into the daunting challenges 
         that lie ahead for India.                           
         ** India - Economy; Global financial crisis; India -     
         Economic policies; India - Economic reforms               
                                                                  
       341.4 HUMAN RIGHTS            
                                                                  
    8  Ramcharan, Bertrand G.                                     
         UN Human Rights council / Bertrand G. Ramcharan.-- London
         : Routledge, 2011.  148p.                                
         ISBN : 9780415583985.                                    
         341.48 RAM11           104067                            
         This book is destined to become the leading text on the  
         Human Rights Council and will be essential reading for   
         all those concerned with the future of international     
         relations international organizations and human rights.  
         ** United Nations Human Rights Council; Human Rights; UNHRC 
                                                                  
       341.5 DISPUTES AND CONFLICT                                
                                                                  
    9  Bercovitch, Jacob                                          
         Theory and practice of International mediation: selected 
         essays / Jacob Bercovitch.-- New York: Routledge, 2011.  
         286p.                                                    
         ISBN : 9780415469586.                                    
         341.52 BER11           103033                            
         This volume brings together some of the most significant 
         papers on international conflict mediation by Professor  
         Jacob Bercovitch, one of the leading scholars in the     
         field.                                                   
         ** Mediation, International; Mediation - Case studies; Conflict   
         mediation    
        
                                                          
       954 INDIA/SOUTH ASIA - GENERAL HISTORY                     
                                                                  
   10  Insurgent sepoys: Europe views the revolt of 1857 / edited 
         by Shaswati Mazumdar.-- New Delhi: Routledge, 2011.      
         ISBN : 9780415597999.                                    
         954 MAZ11           102801                               
         The Revolt of 1857 in India has so far largely been      
         viewed as an event that was of interest to British and   
         Indian scholars investigating the various consequences of
         British colonial rule in India. What has remained out of 
         the focus of study during the last 150 years is the      
         possible impact of the Revolt elsewhere, its so to say   
         international dimension: what, in particular, was the    
         reaction in Europe where elemental social and political  
         transformations were underway. Whatever the varied nature 
         of the reactions, the space given to the Revolt in many 
         European newspapers and journals while it was in progress 
         is certainly extensive. What is more, representations of 
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         and reflections on the Revolt appeared both during the event 
         and for long after its suppression, above all in forms of 
         popular fiction but also in historical accounts, letters, 
         reminiscences and other forms of writing. The collection of
         essays in this volume ventures into this unexplored terrain
         and offers a first look at some of these European responses. 
         ** India – Freedom struggle - 1857; India - Sepoy Mutiny;
         European Views - Revolt of 1857; India – History - 1857 
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